
We have developed special expertise over the years in manufacturing
several hundred models of circular knives in dimensions ranging from
20mm to 620mm (7/8 in. to 24 in.). Each knife is made from the finest
tool steel specially selected to suit the item’s specific purpose, in addition
we mark each part with the type of alloy used.

Knives may be concave, in two parts, or hollow-milled on the cutting
surface. Score cutters are also available. Bevels and cutting angles are
always tailored to customer requirements.

We also manufacture slitters, spacing collars, separator discs and various
types of knifeholders.The most

common products are always
in stock and our stocking

agreements facilitate
operations for many of
our customers.

We comply with extremely
high standards of
manufacturing and offer
competitive prices.Contact

us with any questions
regarding your
requirements.
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At William Kenyon® our
aim is not to re-invent the
wheel, but to make it run
smoother and longer.
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Your Single Source for Paper Machine Threading®
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